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 PART ONE

Important Notes

All information contained in the whitepaper is provided for general illustration and discuss 
purposes only and are subject to change anytime without prior notice. 

This whitepaper is prepared solely for informational purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell 
or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security, product, service or investment.

No decision to contribute should be made solely based on the information found in this 
whitepaper. When making a decision about contributions, contributors should seek the advice 
of a legal or other relevant professional advisor or qualified expert.

The Chinese version of the whitepaper is the principal official source of information for DREP 
Foundation, if the content of the whitepaper is lost, damaged or misinterpreted during the 
process of translation or communication, especially when translated to other languages.

This whitepaper will be updated continuously and you are encouraged to review the 
whitepaper on a regular basis. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies, the Chinese 
whitepaper shall prevail.
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Abstract

Decentralized Reputation System (DREP) is a decentralized solution based on blockchain 
technology that quantifies and monetizes reputation value and uses it for trading, making 
investment, sharing data and providing services for all the Internet platforms.

DREP’s vision is to build a reputation-centred blockchain platform for the Internet by utilizing 
decentralized mechanism, economic incentives, and data sharing; to break the data barriers 
between different Internet platforms and quantify and monetize the reputation value of users, 
content, products, services etc. on the blockchain; to allow reputation-owners to manage their 
reputation in a safer and more private way; to enable applications on the Internet to maximize 
the value of reputation.
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Decentralized Reputation System
 

WHAT 
IS 
DREP?
 Core Concept

Decentralized Reputation System (DREP) is a decentralized solution based on blockchain tech-

nology that quantifies and monetizes reputation value and uses it for trading, making investment, 

sharing data and providing services for all Internet platforms.

	Definition of Reputation under DREP System  

Reputation is generally known as opinions or beliefs of somebody or something. The difference of 

reputation under DREP, similar to the “goodwill” in intangible assets, is that it has values assigned 

to it on the Internet platform. 

The subjects of reputation include natural persons or merchants in the form of organisation and 

things such as novels, music, TV series in the form of content. As reputation has the spillover ef-

fect and path dependence and it belongs to the intangible assets in the social environment, it can 

represent the degree of its social impact.

	Quantifying Mechanism of Reputation

The way to quantify reputation under DREP is mainly based on the behaviours of all participants 

on the Internet, including publishing content, commenting, rating, voting, sharing, tipping, and 

trading. By introducing an economic incentive mechanism, all participants are encouraged to 

value and maintain their own reputation because under the realisation of smart contract and algo-
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rithm trust, participants with high reputation characteristics can accumulate relatively higher repu-

tation value and gain economic rewards proportionately. 

 DREP quantifies reputation as follows:
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The high reputation of natural persons has characteristics of contributing high quality content to 

the platform and community, such as higher engagement, publishing reliable and high-quality 

content, posting rational and responsible comments, rating and voting unbiasedly, contributing 

relatively large transactions.

The high reputation of business organisations has characteristics of providing high-quality physi-

cal products, virtual products and other services such as providing authentic product information, 

improving the quality of products and services, enhancing pre-sales and after-sales awareness, 

controlling strictly the upstream and downstream support services standards.

The high reputation of content features the creditability, quality and influence of the content itself. 

More specifically, it refers to those well-made content with a wide reach and higher user relatabili-

ty with no plagiarism.

The high reputation of content features the creditability, quality and influence of the content itself. 

More specifically, it refers to those well-made content with a wider reach and a higher user relat-

ability with no plagiarism.

	Monetizing Mechanism of Reputation

DREP aims to design economic incentive modules centred on DREP tokens. Through smart con-

tract control components and different types of smart contract templates, we enable Internet plat-

forms to release their own tokens under DREP, which are linked to the reputation value. 

As more Internet platforms join, it enables us to build an ecosystem where Internet participants 

on these platforms voluntarily maintain the reputation and conduct a series of activities around 

it such as monetizing, trading, and investing. There are four main economic incentive models 

to support the ecosystem: the VOTE Economic Model, which encourages high-quality content, 

products and services; Reputation Endorsing Economic Model, which encourages participants to 

vote; Reputation Tipping Economic Model and Reputation Value-Adding Economic Model.

	

	VOTE Economic Model: Participants can “upvote” or “downvote” content and comments 

or services and products provided by others to understand the impact degree of vote 

objects. Before each vote, participants can decide on the amount of reputation value for 
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endorsement and the value will be frozen. Therefore, only a limited number of votes can 

be done for a given reputation value. The vote objects will gain the rewards from the re-

warding pool based on their impact degree and the rewarding pool comes from 60% of 

rewards generated in each block.

	                                                                                                                                               

	Reputation Endorsing Economic Model: To ensure the objectivity of each vote, participants 

need to select an amount of reputation value for mortgage to endorse the vote objects 

and the mortgage return rate is lower than that in the deposit account. Eventually between 

upvote and downvote, the party with a higher amount of reputation value mortgage wins 

and will gain more reputation value proportionately while the other party will lose the mort-

gaged reputation value to subsidize the winning party.

	

	Reputation Tipping Economic Model: Participants in the DREP system can also use the to-

kens on the DRApp platform to tip users, content, products and services that they support. 

The tips will go directly to the tipped objects.

	

	Reputation Value-Adding Economic Model: Reputation Value-Adding behaviours within 

the DREP system means that the investors are optimistic about the value increase of the 

investees and hope to have a win-win situation with them. To achieve that, the reputation 

investors invest part of their reputation value in their favoured users, content, products or 

services. Based on the log value of the invested amount of reputation value, the investors 

get rewards from the excess returns of the investees’ value increase accordingly.

	

	

  Development Plan

DREP’s vision is to build a reputation-centred blockchain platform for the Internet by utilizing 

decentralized mechanism, economic incentives, and data sharing; to break the data barriers 

between different Internet platforms and quantify and monetize the reputation value of users, 

content, products, services etc. on the blockchain; to allow reputation-owners to manage their 

reputation in a safer and more private way; to enable applications on the Internet to maximize the 

value of reputation data.
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What 
Core Problem does 
DREP Solve?
  Necessity to Build a Decentralized Reputation Mechanism

	Valuing reputation is the basis of trust judgment

Since its birth in 2009, blockchain technology has been exploring revolutionary ways in trust to 

achieve low-cost, automated and intelligent value interactions. On the application layer, apart 

from being used to authenticate, authorize and monitor tangible assets, blockchain technology is 

also urgently needed in intangible assets to achieve accreditation, recording, storage, transaction 

and circulation. The current applications of digitalizing intangible assets include intellectual prop-

erty protection, credit management and domain management, mainly focused on enterprise-level 

services.

Reputation, as the basis of trust judgment in social environment, has a screening and self-re-

inforcing effect to attract high-quality stakeholders. It can be regarded as the intangible assets 

which create added value for reputation owners but there is limited cases of the actual applica-

tion of blockchain to its value management. Scholars who focus on the blockchain application 
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have discussed about how to value and store reputation and the design of reputation system on a 

technological level.

Ernesto Damiani and other scholars mentioned in a research article published in 2003 that the 

first p2p-network-centered reputation system mainly focused on selecting reliable variables to 

ensure the user reliability and the quality of shared content. Later studies also touch upon how to 

keep the time effectiveness, accuracy and universality of source data. The Trust Guard’s Model 

proposed by Jordi Sabater and Carles Sierra achieves valuing trust and quantifying reputation 

based on BETA Reputation Engine through Transaction Manager, Trust Evaluation Engine and 

Feedback Data Storage Service. Soska and Christin (2015) proposed a system called Beaver that 

protects user privacy and at the same time can defend Sybil Attack by charging fees. Dennis and 

Owenson (2016) used the infrastructure blockchain technology to design reputation systems that 

generate and broadcast binary P2P ratings when receiving correct documents.

	Existing reputation system on Internet platforms has problems such as untrustworthy 

data, malicious manipulation, monotonous evaluation mechanism, lack of economic in-

centives, “isolated island effect”, etc.

Currently, some of the Internet platform has a built-in reputation system such as the rating and 

grading mechanism of platform users, shared content, online shops and registered organisations. 

However, the Internet environment is the “public belongings” and its reputation governance cannot 

evade problems such as “prisoner’s dilemma” and the issue of collective actions. Participants are 

not given incentives to continuously make positive contributions to the platforms, i.e. they lack the 

motivation to maintain a high reputation; participants do not have to pay much for their bad be-

haviours such as providing wrong information, posting biased comments, malicious manipulation, 

defamation and other “negative external” behaviours. 

The cartoonist Peter Steiner has a famous comic piece published in July, 1993, called “No one 

knows you are a dog on the Internet”. It means that even back to the 1990s when there were only 

1.31 million computers connected to the global network, untrustworthy reputation info already 

became a typical concern. Some platforms copied offline “word of mouth” reputation mechanism 

online, trying to solve information asymmetry in the user grading and rating system. However, in 

practice, it is obvious that data used in the grading and rating system is unreliable. First, plat-

forms lack an incentive mechanism to motivate participants to comment. According to Dellarocas 
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and Wood (2007), less than 3% of the users participate in their transaction evaluation on eBay. 

Second, based on research done by Cabral and Hortacsu (2010), there is a subtle strategic inter-

action between platform users. For example, the user evaluation of e-commerce platforms will be 

massively distorted by human intervention. Some shops will take the initiative to contact their cus-

tomers for good ratings and continuously pester and even threat the customers who give them 

negative or mediocre ratings.

At the same time, the existing evaluation system design on the Internet platform that can calculate 

the reputation value is relatively monotonous. It fails to truly and comprehensively measure the 

reputation value of participants. When e-commerce platforms consider users’ engagement in giv-

ing comments, they would set a very limited number of transaction evaluation metrics, usually no 

more than three. Take Taobao as an example, there are only have three rating options for buyers 

to conduct evaluation, which are “matching with description”, “logistics service” and “service atti-

tude”. Other forums, communities or social applications also simply consider limited factors such 

as “online hours”, “number of posts” and “membership subscription and renewals” in the reputa-

tion accumulation mechanism. 

The most obvious flaw on the Internet platform is a series of reputation distortion problems 

brought by “centralization”:

	 Search Engine Optimization Cheating: Centralized platforms such as search engines and 

APP stores conduct auction rankings or other cheating behaviours to increase their adver-

tising revenue. They can change and manipulate the real search data.

	

	 “Fake Army” Phenomenon: There are a great number of fake accounts on various plat-

forms such as forums, social media, or content communities. They can create tons of fake 

or malicious content to create heated topics or drive fake traffic for ads and sales. 

	

	 “Fake Order” Phenomenon: Some e-commerce or sharing economy platforms would use 

fake accounts to create fake orders to achieve goals in the number of orders or sales vol-

ume. 

	

	 “Bad Reviewer” Phenomenon: There are shop-grading mechanism in platforms such as 
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e-commerce and O2O. Therefore, jobs specializing in deliberately giving bad reviews or 

getting rid of bad reviews emerged, which results in malicious competition and the distor-

tion of the reputation system.

	

	 “Pusher” Phenomenon: The existing Internet platform has had a mature “pusher” industry 

in place. For example, you can have a one-stop service from creating a great number of 

fake accounts, trading followers, creating PR stunts and fake reputation for Internet celeb-

rities. 

	

“Isolated Island Effect” in the reputation system refers to the difficulty to communicate between 

different platforms because, at the moment, every Internet platform has its own set of user sys-

tem and the reputation accumulation happens in its own ecosystem. However, if we manage to 

communicate users’ reputation value over different platforms, it would benefit both platforms and 

users regarding reference value, management value and motivational effects.

  The Feasibility of Building a Decentralized Reputation Mechanism

	Connect user reputation systems on different platforms to get large base and facilitate 

monetization

According to Mary Meeker’s 2017 Internet Report released at the Code Conference in the United 

States, by 2017, the number of Internet users exceeded 3.4 billion; the Internet penetration rate 

reached 46%; and there is sufficient data base to quantify reputation based on the Internet user 

system. DERP targets diverse Internet platforms and vastly different platform governance mech-

anisms and user groups. Therefore, how to build a common mechanism to value reputation is the 

key to achieve cross-platform application of DREP network.

The core governance objectives for all platforms are increasing the number of user and user vital-

ity, encouraging users to contribute high-quality content and large-sum transactions, and avoiding 

rubbish content and malicious user activities. Currently, the mainstream Internet platforms are cat-

egorized mainly as follows:
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	 E-commerce Platform: All Internet platforms trading physical products/ virtual products/ 

any kind of services are based on B2B/ B2C/ C2C/ O2O models and the operation is de-

pendent on the trust mechanism of both parties. The reputation value history of every plat-

form participant serves as a natural reference for trust. Similar types of platforms will have 

overlapping users and these platforms can reference each other’s user reputation value to 

establish a comprehensive trust network.

	

	 Social Platform: Social type platforms are most relevant to “people” and the direct product 

of social reputation. Open source DREP network can increase trust for social network nat-

urally.

	

	 Tool Platform: Users on these platforms are more purpose-oriented. The user persona can 

be described as “I will come if I need it and I will leave once I am done”. There is a natural 

gap between user vitality and monetizing channels. To tackle the problem, the DREP net-

work’s reputation algorithm for tool type platforms introduces parameters for these disad-

vantages and uses economic incentives for these platforms to provide customization and 

derived services. 

	

	Content Platform: With OGC/ PGC/ UGC as the core output, the key of these platforms is 

to focus on content rather than users. To secure the information sources, it is essential to 

motivate the content producers and activate the information consumers. “Paid content” 

is the main way to keep the vitality on these content type platforms. The DREP reputation 

network for content platform includes a natural paid content models to achieve the goal of 

attracting high-quality users and generating high-quality content.

	

DREP derives a set of reputation algorithm database for various types of platforms based on the 

concept for basic user management on the Internet. Individual platforms can also customize their 

own reputation algorithms and parameters. DREP not only builds user reputation network for dif-

ferent types of platforms, but also enables the reputation assessment of content through design-

ing mechanisms such as voting.
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	Provide platforms with smart contract templates to release tokens, lower barriers for 

platforms to enter

As an open source network, DREP supports various platforms to release tokens on the network to 

achieve reputation management of its internal ecosystem. Meanwhile, DREP will provide various 

types of platforms with smart contract templates for token sales to simplify the digitalization pro-

cess of user reputation system and lower the barriers for platforms to enter the blockchain network.

An increasing number of medium- and large-scale platforms with user base want to use the 

blockchain technology to release internal digital currencies for economic incentive purposes. 

However, it takes a long time for platform operators to learn blockchain technology and use it to 

issue token. Therefore, the DREP network provides a one-stop service to cater to this need, which 

significantly shortens the cycle for platforms to build a token system for its own services. In ad-

dition, the DREP network also provides a diverse set of tools centred around building reputation 

ecosystem.
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    PART THREE

How Does 
DREP Solve Problems?

  Technical Framework of DREP

As a platform providing decentralized solutions to quantify and monetize reputation and use it 

for trading, investment and data sharing, DREP can be introduced to all kinds of applications, 

such as the previously mentioned e-commerce platforms, social platforms, tool platforms, content 

platforms, etc. DREP develops its infrastructure network and builds its core service layer by com-

bining economic models and incentive module, smart contract templates and components, role 

definition and management, reputation value algorithm database, AI + semantic analysis, and 

voting system. Based on the core service layer, DREP supports centralized reputation application 

of DRApp, DREP trading platform, blockchain explorer, wallet, plugins and derived applications, 

developer tools, etc.
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	DREP Blockchain Infrastructure Network

In terms of a blockchain project, it is essential to choose a suitable technology platform that 

matches its business. To most applications targeting specific scenarios, there is no need for them 

to develop the infrastructure blockchain network from scratch; it is more feasible to choose a pub-

lic blockchain platform to set up the products.

As a decentralized reputation system, DREP faces complicated business scenarios. The following 

technical factors need to be taken into consideration:

	 concurrency and response speed

	 security and privacy

	 network upgrade and maintenance

	 scalability

	 smart contract

	 built-in token

    PART THREE
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In order to address the challenges brought by complicated scenarios and the massive number of 

users, we have made customized designs to Drep’s infrastructure network, including:

	 adjusting consensus mechanism and adopting DPOS which has better concurrent perfor-

mances to increase the concurrent processing capacity within the network;

	 adjusting the way of generating tokens and incentives to make monetizing reputation pos-

sible within DREP network;

	 extending distributed governance protocol to add more feature control functions on DREP 

usage scenarios;

	 adjusting block size and the time needed for generating a new block, etc.;

	 adding support for distributed file storage systems such as IPFS.

In summary, DREP will set up a more efficient and practical infrastructure blockchain network in 

accordance with DREP’s business features.

	DREP Core Services Layer

The Core Services Layer plays the most important role in the whole system and it is also the most 

innovative part of DREP.

Economic Incentive Module

The key concept of DREP is to turn reputation into wealth and unleash its value. That’s why we 

created and designed the incentive module based on reputation. Centred on DREP token and 

complemented by token released by DRApp together with reputation value, the incentive module 

forms a complete economic system. Economic module is a generic term abstracted from mod-

ules that are relevant to economic incentives in the DREP system. Below is the specific explana-

tion of the mechanism.

     PART THREE
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	 VOTE Economic Model: This model is the basic model of DREP economic incentive sys-

tem, targeting VOTE behaviours conducted by participants on different types of DRApps 

(Internet Platforms) and measuring the distribution results of the income pool. A VOTE 

behaviour means a participant upvoting or downvoting a user, commodity services or 

content. From VOTE behaviour to the final realization of reputation monetisation, it can be 

divided into the following steps:

	① Endorsing Reputation: When participants, B1 and B2, VOTE for A respectively, they 

have to set a certain amount of reputation value used for endorsement (no higher than 

their respective total reputation value), which will then be frozen, and therefore each par-

ticipant can only VOTE for limited times during a certain period. Let us assume that B1 up-

votes A and endorses a reputation value of              ;B2 downvotes A, and the amount of 

reputation value endorsed is             .

	

	② Calculation of reputation endorsement: In a DRApp-defined cycle, there will be ulti-

mately X participants upvoting and Y participants downvoting A. The total reputation value 

endorsed by the X participants will be             , and that of the Y participants will be           . 

During the calculation, we use the function F to process each endorsed reputation to pre-

vent extreme values. 

	

	 The function F maps all reputation values to a range of 0 to 0.8 to avoid extreme influenc-

es created by extreme values. In the low reputation range, function F is approximately pro-

portional to the reputation value of the endorsement. Within the range of higher reputation 

value, F gradually stabilizes. In this case, we make sure extreme values cannot distort the 

system and discourages users who want to try their luck. F is defined as follows:

	Where A and B are determined based on the endorsed reputation value.

	 If we take out the max.   and medium  of these endorsed, frozen reputation value will meet:

	

	

	

	

	 If finally, it shows                               , it means that subject A’s reputation influence is 

positive and those who downvote A will lose their endorsed reputation value which will be 
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rewarded to the X participants proportionately to the amount they endorse, and vice ver-

sa. To avoid cheating, all participants can only see either the number of participants who 

upvote or that of those who downvote, without the right of knowing the total amount of en-

dorsed reputation value set by all participants.

	③ Calculating the reward of the VOTE subject: Firstly, 60% of the reward generated by 

each block flows to the rewarding pool, and the amount of VOTE subject A’s reward is de-

termined by its influence weight              .

	

	

	

	

	

	where, the is an influence parameter, customized by DREP.

	 In the end, VOTE subject A will gain the reward according to the ratio of his/her influence 

to the total amount of influence of all VOTE subjects, i.e. VOTE subject A revenue = re-

warding pool x            .

	

	Reputation Endorsing Economic Model: This model is based on the VOTE Economic 

Model. It mainly measures the reward of participant B who VOTEs according to its en-

dorsed reputation value. Quantifying this proportioned reward requires several steps listed 

as follows:

	① Endorsing reputation: Participant B’s DRApp reputation value account will receive re-

ward according to the DRApp-defined yield          . Before participant B VOTE A, B will 

define a certain amount of reputation value used for endorsement (no higher than B’s total 

reputation value) which will be frozen and gain reward according to the yield defined by 

DRApp. To present the opportunity cost of reputation endorsement, DREP set                 .

	② Quantifying process of reputation endorsement: The reward that participant B can gain 

rewards from the VOTE endorsement is calculated with a single payoff function. The func-

tion is positively related to the length of the frozen period         . As for the frozen period 

of endorsed reputation, if the sum of the endorsed reputation value from one side is lower 

than the other side, then             ; Otherwise, participant B will receive the reward of        

	                         during the fixed period defined by DRApp. 

	 Reputation Tipping Economic Model: The tipping model is similar to the existing tipping on 
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Internet platforms. The tipped objects can be users, products, services and content. The reward 

is the token issued on DRApp. The entire amount of the tip          will go directly to the tip ob-

jects.

	 Reputation Value-Adding Economic Model: Investing in the reputation of the specific objects is 

expressed as the spill over effect of reputation. Investors can invest part of their own reputation 

on the objects and share the additional rewards generated by the increase of reputation with the 

investment object.

	① Reputational Value-Adding Behaviour: Participant E can invest part of the reputation value (              

on objecon object D and D’s reputation value                 will rise. During a DRApp-defined cy-

cle, D is invested with a high amount of reputation value and gain additional rewards        from it 

while E has the right to allocate the reward          .

	② Quantifying process of reputation Value-Adding: To prevent cheating in Value-Adding, 

DREP makes sure that the influence of reputation Value-Adding is limited. We set the increase 

of D’s reputation value is , then D will gain the additional reward in a ratio of .

Smart Contract Templates and Components

The module contains various smart contract control components and smart contract templates, such 

as the reputation token RepToken.

Blockchain technology has not become so popular until the birth of Ethereum Smart Contract. 

Smart contract greatly expanded the application of blockchain, which, despite all specific busi-

ness scenarios, can be used extensively in two special types of contract: token contract and to-

ken sales contract.

The potential targets of DREP system are the innumerable Internet platforms. As each platform 

varies in business scenarios and reputation systems, we need to provide specific economic in-

centives to each platform while we connect their reputation systems. Therefore, we will produce 

some common templates of token sales contract and token contract to make it easier for coop-

erating platforms to release tokens of their own reputation systems swiftly and make one-click re-

    PART THREE
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lease of token sales contract.

RepToken

Let’s look into token contract. At present, most blockchain projects release their tokens based 

on Ethereum’s ERC20 token standard. However, ERC20 is a very simple token standard which 

cannot satisfy DREP System’s management of reputation. We will release our own token template 

RepToken, compatible with ERC20, and RepToken takes reputation value management into ac-

count on top of the token. This means that token issuance is not just a token, but also includes the 

whole reputation value system as well as the relevant incentive interface, authority management, 

privacy protection, etc.

Since Reputation has its practical meaning, it could possibly suffer from Sybil attack. Malicious 

users will create a large number of token addresses and link them with the same account on the 

platform to gain reputation. To prevent this from happening, a user is only allowed to gain reputa-

tion when the public key address is linked to the application platform. The reputation value of an 

account will be set as “0” when it remains unlinked or the user unlinks it. Therefore, there will be 

only one DREP address linked to an account’s reputation on a DRApp platform at any time, which 

effectively avoids Sybil attack.

Apart from token contract and token sales contract, DREP system also involves many other smart 
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contract contract modules, such as the distribution of incentives, the calculation of the weight of 

vote, recommendation algorithm of reputation, etc. All these relevant contracts are included in the 

system.

Role Management

Main roles in the system include:

	DRApp (Decentralized Reputation App)

DRApp is an app developed upon the infrastructure of DREP blockchain. Each DRApp 

has the choice of using RepToken standard to launch its token and reputation system.

Reputation Endorsing Economic Model 

o By issuing tokens, DRApp is able to reform the economic system of the business it 

runs: tipping, paying for intellectual property, economic incentives, etc.

o 

o On a DRApp, each user can link one DREP public key address, i.e. the RepToken ac-

count, through which all DREP Token of that address can be reviewed. You can then 

maintain the reputation value on the current application and check the users’ reputa-

tion value on other DRApp systems.

o 

o DRApp is responsible for maintaining users’ reputation value. It can either design the 

calculating method based on its business scenarios or use the general calculating 

templates provided for different industries by DREP platform. 

o 

o When a new user links his/her DREP address to the account on a DRApp, the app 

can read data of the user’s reputation status on other DRApps according to his/her 

privacy settings, which enables the system to develop user persona quickly so as to 

provide more precise customized services.

o 

.
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o After a DRApp user links the DREP address to the account, reputation value will be 

generated according to the user’s behaviour, stored on blockchain, and presented 

by reputation value within the RepToken. Once the user unlinks the account and the 

address, DRApp will set the reputation value to “0” in RepToken, which prevents us-

ers from attacking the network by linking different addresses to gain reputation value 

repeatedly.

o 

o DREP system is an open source platform, giving any DRApp free access and op-

portunity to issue RepToken. However, only when the DREP council authorizes an 

DRApp officially can the app have access to DREP rewarding pool, through which 

the users are able to gain tokens by maintaining their reputation, and creating 

high-quality content and services.

o 

o 

Users
Users play the main role on a platform. They have their own DREP address, which can be 
linked to their accounts on different DRApps. Users’ behaviour like creating content, re-
posting, commenting and voting will eventually turn into reputation value. Users’ contribu-
tion to the ecosystem by maintaining reputation value will be rewarded with proportionate 
economic incentives. Therefore, users create and maintain value in the whole ecosystem.

DREP Council

DREP Council is responsible for the management and maintenance of the DREP network. The 

founding team forms the DREP council at the initial stage and members will be selected through 

voting in the community later on.

The main responsibilities of the council include:

o reviewing the qualification of DRApps and deciding whether they can be given ac-

cess to DREP rewarding pool;

o 

o adjusting block parameters: block time, block size, block reward, etc.;

o 
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o adjusting smart contract operating fees;

o 

o adjusting the configuration of economic incentives.

Meanwhile, DREP system will produce algorithm templates designed for a few major industries 

and provide DRApps with the below options:

	 E-commerce;

	 online Q&A;

	 blog;

	 forum;

	 entertainment (video, music, game, etc.)

	

AI + Semantic Analysis

In different scenarios on the internet, reputation is not only reflected in votes. Many comments 

also contain a lot of useful information. With rapid development in AI technologies, text mining 

technology has been extensively applied in the field of content analysis. For instance, semantic 

analysis can detect emotional phrases in comments – positive or negative. Such technology can 

help dig out the reputation evaluation of the target object from text comments. At present, it is still 

rather difficult to quantify reputation in comments through semantic analysis. However, DREP will 

put this technology in its long-term planning for the future. DREP will also combine natural lan-

guage processing and econometrics to build an econometric model to analyze the target object’s 

reputation value through text analysis on comments.

Voting System

The voting system is a portal to transform users’ comments to feedback about reputation.

The DREP system introduces a reputation-based economic incentive mechanism that encourag-

es users to take an active part in voting, so that high-quality contents and high-reputation users or 

services gain matching rewards. By voting, the funds in the rewarding pool can be rationally dis-

tributed.

The biggest problem with all voting systems is that users abuse their voting rights and conduct 

bad behaviours. To tackle the problem, DREP will adopt the following methods:
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	 Limit Number of Votes: In order to vote, a user needs to lock a certain amount of reputa-

tion value, which is set by the user and determines the voting weight each time. In other 

words, the user is responsible for every vote by mortgaging his or her own reputation. The 

locked reputation value will recover at a constant rate, so that large-scale malicious voting 

can be avoided.

	 Two-way Voting Mechanism: The user can vote for or against the content or services. Un-

der such mechanism, the negative influence of malicious votes will be offset by the majori-

ty’s votes.

	 Economic Incentive for Voting: To encourage users to vote as frequently as possible, 

users can gain token reward at a fixed rate during the time when the reputation value is 

locked. This incentive is beneficial to motivate users, build a healthier reputation system, 

and improve the user vitality and social feature of DRApps.

	DREP Core Services Layer
The application layer serves users directly. It helps users to make better use of various 
services under the DREP ecosystem, mainly containing the following components:

DRApp Decentralized Reputation Application
As the most important component of the DREP ecosystem, DRApp is the connection be-
tween users and the DREP network.

DREP Trading Platform
DREP Trading Platform provides a place for users to trade tokens on different DRApps. 
All DRApps launched on the DREP network can trade on the platform. The trading plat-
form also provides reputation mortgage, loan and other services.

Wallet

	Mobile Phone

	 PC

	Web

	

Wallet is an important tool to store and use DREP and RepToken. We will provide different ver-

sions for mobile phone, PC and Web users.
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Blockchain Explorer

The blockchain explorer makes the network more transparent. Users can review the operating 

status of DREP blockchain network on it, including trading records, block status and token status.

Developer Tool

As we are running a platform, attracting more developers is our goal. We will spare no efforts to 

provide all kinds of developer tools and technical documentations.

  Plugins and Derived Applications

	

	Comment plugin

	 Voting plugin

	 Forum templates

	 Blog templates

	 Etc.

	

The DREP ecosystem embraces reputation applications serving all industries. In order to reach as 

many users as possible, we will strive to develop high-quality plugins and derived applications.
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User cases of  DREP

DREP is designed to be multi-platform, which will have a high velocity of user growth. 

Below are DREP’s user cases:

 • E-commerce Platform – B2B/ B2C/ C2C/ O2O, etc.

No matter what the platform is B2B or B2C, once you join DREP network, you are able to calculate 

user’s reputation value and release your own token to encourage eco-development of your own 

platform. Trust is the basis on e-commerce platforms for different parties to conduct business. 

The ratings and reviews given after transactions are regarded as a primary parameter to see if it 

is worthwhile to establish a long trusting relationship.

Take Amazon, Taobao and other B2C e-commerce platforms as an example, the most essential 

part is the user’s ratings and reviews. The majority of the customers will read the reviews to un-

derstand the products and services before making a purchase. However, there are scenarios 

when people are paid to give positive/negative ratings and reviews, and merchants manipulate 

the ratings and reviews themselves. Besides, the scoring metrics sometimes are far from com-

prehensive. Similarly, local platforms such as Yelp and dianping.com are also entirely based on 

user’s ratings and reviews.  Therefore, it is important to solve this information asymmetry. 

To solve the issue, DREP provides reputation calculation algorithm database, VOTE system, AI + 

semantic analysis. It allows the platforms to unify the quantifying mechanism and enable its user 

to give reputation ratings. The VOTE economic model and reputation endorsement model will also 

greatly incentivize users to endorse for the merchants’ reputation and meanwhile maintain a high 

reputation value for themselves.
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 • Social Platform – Instant Messaging/ Vertical Social/ Comprehensive Social, etc.

Social network is a complex relationship structure formed by human interactions, which is simi-

lar as a topological structure composed of nodes. Social network, to some extent, is close to the 

spirit of Blockchain, where everyone relies on consensus mechanism to achieve ecological gov-

ernance of the community. However, the common problems of existing Internet platforms are ma-

licious manipulations brought by centralization and Matthew effect due to traffic monopoly done 

by big platforms. 

Therefore, DREP aims to build a fair, transparent and trustworthy social network. In this network, 

every user will need to contribute and engage more to gain a higher reputation value so as to be 

more influential. They will also need to refrain themselves from negative behaviors on the Inter-

net. Those KOLs or influencers will not be having fake fans any more. Instead, they can represent 

their actual contribution value and influential power.

The traffic on social network has monetization value. For example, Internet Celebrity Economy, 

also called “WangHong Economy”, is to commercially cash out the Internet celebrities’ reputation. 

DREP is also a natural tool to monetize the social traffic and it is not just limited to tipping, gifting 

on live video streaming. In the meantime, DREP also helps to tune down the traffic-driven “fake 

fan army” and “pushers” phenomena. The teams behind who maliciously manipulates multiple 

accounts will pay a high price for their evil behaviours. 
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 • Tool Platform - System/ Work/ Life/ Entertainment, etc.

The main value DREP brings to these tool platforms are the objective sequencing of the tools 
based on their practicality, utility as well as the economic rewards generated to the tool produc-
ers. For example, in a tool platform providing design services, the sequencing of different Pow-
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erPoint templates, poster templates and video templates will be more objective and brings more 

reference value to platform users. Besides, both tool producers and users who have given re-

views will have a chance to gain economic incentives. Thus, they will be more encouraged to 

contribute more to the tool platforms and give reviews.

For example, in a tool platform providing design services, the sequencing of different PowerPoint 

templates, poster templates and video templates will be more objective and brings more refer-

ence value to platform users. Besides, both tool producers and users who have given reviews will 

have a chance to gain economic incentives. Thus, they will be more encouraged to contribute 

more to the tool platforms and give reviews.

 • Content Platform – OGC/ PGC/ UGC, etc.

Content platform, in particular, requires economic incentives to enrich its content ecosystem, as 

paid content generation has become a norm nowadays.  For instance, the we-media platform 

powered by Occupationally Generated Content (OGC) mechanism for brands or corporates, 

professional content generation platforms powered by Professionally Generated Content (PGC) 

mechanism, and UGC platforms powered by users’ generation, are in this category. However, the 

way to provide incentives for the content producers are fairly monotonous, usually in the form of 

tipping. However, this model is heavily dependent on the people’s spontaneity to tip and has a 

certain threshold so some content producers may gradually lose their enthusiasm. Besides, con-

tent producers with a long term of operation will usually cash out with their high traffic and that 

inevitably influences the content quality to some extent. With the reputation calculation algorithm, 

content can gain the reputation index which reflects its influential level and can gain tokens as in-

centives, which truly realizes paid content generation.   
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The initial release volume of DREP tokens is 10 billion, with specific allocation shown 
above.

	 40%, 4 billion for token release. The income for token release is mainly for platform re-
search and development, market expansion and promotion, legal and consultation, oper-
ation and management, etc.

	 30%, 3 billion for platform promotion, and strategic partnerships. The DREP platform will 
introduce a significant number of DRApps. In order to encourage more reputation appli-
cations built on DREP, this part will mainly go to relevant promotion and project support. 

	 15%, 1.5 billion for long-term budget community development and treasury. The founda-
tion reserves this part of funds to prepare for the operation, administration and manage-
ment of community. 

	 15%, 1.5 billion for the funding team and early contributors. 

Token Sale Allocation

Total Tokens for Sale: 4000 million

Usual Token Price: $0.012
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Stephen Xu
Core Technical Advisor

Lead Developer of QTUM
Stephen is the lead developer of Qtum in China, with extensive 
experience in blockchain technology and software development. 
He received Master degree from Chinese Academy of Sciences 
and worked on software development at Microsoft and Tencent.

Nicola Bettio
Advisor

Director of KAUST Innovation Fund
MBA of INSEAD. Early stage investor in fast-growing technology-
driven companies worldwide. Former management consultant 
focused on strategy, innovation, and technology. 

Joel Ng
Advisor

Chief Investment Officer and Corporate Finance Director at 
XSQ
Expert of private equity in fintech and SMEs growth in Southeast 
Asia. Joel is currently focused on developing Blockchain 
infrastructure and cryptocurrencies communities in Asia.
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Lien Siaou Sze
Core Business Advisor

Vice President at HP Asia Pacific, Member of Board of 
Trustees, Nanyang Technological University of Singapore
Ph.D of University of Cambridge, Bachelor of Physics and Master 
of Computer Science of Imperial College London. For three 
consecutive years, she ranks the Top 10 of the Fortune’s Top 50 
Women in business outside the U.S.

Co-founder of DREP
Master of Nanyang Technological University of Singapore. 
Core member of SingCham Shanghai, Expert of FinTech. She 
has worked as a securities analyst in Orient Securities and has 
gained rich experience in FinTech Research.Momo Chang

 Co-founder

CORE TEAM

Adrian Lam
Advisor

Professional Blockchain Investor, Founder of Workzspace.
com
Adrian specializes in Blockchain consultation. Founder of 
Workzspace.com, independent council member of the Gerson 
Lehman Group, director of TradeHero in Shanghai. 
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Genlin Shen
Advisor

President of STK Group
Chairman of Nanyang Technological University Shanghai Alumni 
Association, former Director of Shanghai Culture Development 
Foundation Office Professor, engaged in macro-strategic 
research, has published a number of individual monographs.

Eric Chao
Core Developer

Former senior engineer at iQiyi, Qihoo 360 and Ele.me
Master of China University of Science and Technology, Eric learnt 
programming and algorithm at the age of 13, has won ACM-
ICPC, MCM and many other influential programming contest 
awards. He is also the core developer on a number of well-known 
open source projects in GitHub.

Matt Bennie
Core Developer

Software Engineer at Google X, the moonshot factory
Matt is an expert Technologist with an extensive experience 
of more than 10 years in leading multinational technology 
companies such as Google+, YouTube and Accenture. He 
received his Master Degree from George Washington University 
and has a focus on complaex problem algorithms, systems and 
innovative solutions. 

Yue Wang
Core Developer

Former Lead Developer at LeetCode
Lead developer in Tencent and LeetCode. Extensive 
experience for the architectural design of distributed 
machines. MA at CMU.

Xuan Zhang
Lead UI/UX Designer

Co-founder of Doisk
Master of Human-Computer Interaction from University of 
Maryland. Xuan is a creative UI/UX designer with great design 
and computer science background. She focuses on user-
centered design and contextual design. 

Belinda Zhou
BizDev Lead

Middle East BizDev, Consultant for Emirates Airline and 
Dubai Tourism
Trained by PwC Academy and Cambridge University Leadership 
Programme. She has long been engaged in the PR and 
marketing industry in Dubai. Previous trans-editing experience in 
Finance channel at Global Times.
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Ricial Fan
PR&Marketing

Expert of PR, working experience in SMG and start-up
Ricial is an expert of PR with 8-year experience of branding, 
marketing and media relations operation. During her stay in 
SMG(Shanghai Media Group), she  specialised in media relations 
management & operation. She also worked as a PR director at a 
start-up company. 

Akmaral Orazaly
Product Manager

Data Integration Specialist, Consultant for Smart Dubai
MBA at Nazarbayev University. Akmaral has previous experience 
in data management, data integration for business intelligence 
solutions for companies such as Tengizchevroil and HSBC. 
Extensive working experience both in CIS and Middle East 
regions.
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